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Ontology matching is a vital step whenever there is a need to integrate and reason
about overlapping domains of knowledge. Systems that automate this task are of a great
need. iMatch is a probabilistic scheme for ontology matching based on Markov networks,
which has several advantages over other probabilistic schemes. First, it handles the high
computational complexity by doing approximate reasoning, rather then by ad-hoc pruning.
Second, the probabilities that it uses are learned from matched data. Finally, iMatch
naturally supports interactive semi-automatic matches. Experiments using the standard
benchmark tests that compare our approach with the most promising existing systems
show that iMatch is one of the top performers.
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction
Ontology matching has emerged as a crucial step when information sources are being integrated, such as when com-
panies are being merged and their corresponding knowledge bases are to be united. As information sources grow rapidly,
manual ontology matching becomes tedious and time-consuming and consequently leads to errors and frustration. There-
fore, automated ontology matching systems have been developed. In this paper, we present a probabilistic scheme for
interactive ontology matching based on Markov networks, called iMatch.2
The ﬁrst approach for using inference in structured probability models to improve the quality of existing ontology map-
pings was introduced as OMEN in [1]. OMEN uses a Bayesian network to represent the inﬂuences between potential concept
mappings across ontologies. The method presented here also performs inference over networks, albeit with several non-
trivial modiﬁcations.
First, iMatch uses Markov networks rather than Bayesian networks. This representation is more natural since there is no
inherent causality in ontology matching. Second, iMatch uses approximate reasoning to confront the formidable computation
involved rather than arbitrary pruning as done by OMEN. Third, the clique potentials used in the Markov networks are
learned from data, instead of being provided in advance by the system designer. Finally, iMatch performs better than OMEN,
as well as numerous other methods, on standard benchmarks.
In the empirical evaluation, we use benchmarks from the Information Interpretation and Integration Conference (I3CON).3
These standard benchmarks are provided by the initiative to forge a consensus for matching systems evaluation, called the
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Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI). The quality of the ontology matching systems can thus be assessed and
compared, and the challenge of building a faithful and fast system is now much more deﬁnitive. Using the test cases sug-
gested by OAEI, we have conducted a line of experiments in which we compare iMatch with state of the art ontology
matching systems such as Lily [2], ASMOV [3], and RiMOM [4]. Our experiments show that iMatch is competitive with,
and in some cases better than, the best ontology matching systems known so far. We have also experimented on an algo-
rithm based on pseudo interaction that can be seen as an attempt to ﬁnd a globally consistent alignment, and on learning
more reﬁned distribution tables. Both of these extensions are promising in that they further improve the quality of iMatch
matching in most cases.
The sequel is organized as follows. We begin (Section 2) with some essential background on ontology matching and
Markov networks. Then the elements of iMatch are described (Section 3), starting with the construction of the Markov net-
work topology, the clique potentials, and reasoning over the network. This is followed by an extensive empirical evaluation
of iMatch under different settings, and a comparison of matching results with some state of the art matchers (Section 4).
Finally, we discuss some closely related work on matching (Section 5).
2. Background
We begin with preliminaries on ontology matching and on structured probability models.
2.1. Ontology matching
We view ontology matching as the problem of matching labeled graphs. That is, given ontologies O and O ′ (see Fig. 1)
plus some additional information I , ﬁnd the best mapping μ between nodes in O and nodes in O ′ , where “best” is deﬁned
according to some predeﬁned measure.
The labels in the ontology convey information, as they are usually sequences of (parts of) words in a natural language.
The additional information I is frequently some knowledge base containing words and their meanings, how words are
typically abbreviated, and so on. In addition, in an interactive setting, user inputs (such as partial matching indications:
a human user may be sure that a node labeled “Room” in O should match the node labeled “HotelRoom” in O ′) can also
be seen as part of I . In this paper, we focus on performing what is sometimes called a “second-line matching”, that is, we
assume that a probability of match (or at least some form of similarity measure) over pairs of nodes (o,o′) is provided
by what is called by [5] “a ﬁrst-line matcher”. Then, we exploit the structure and type information of the ontologies in
conjunction with the information provided by the ﬁrst-line matcher to compute the matching. In general, an ontology
mapping μ can be a general mapping between subsets of nodes in O and subsets of nodes in O ′ . However, in most
scenarios μ is constrained in various ways.
One commonly used constraint is requiring μ to be one-to-one. That is, for all o ∈ O , μ(o) ∈ O ′ ∪ {⊥} (where ⊥ stands
for “o has no counterpart in O ′”), and for each o′ ∈ O ′ there is at most one o ∈ O such that μ(o) = o′ . Likewise for the
partial inverse mapping μ−1. This paper for the most part assumes the one-to-one constraint, but we also show how the
proposed model can be generalized to mappings that are one to many or many to one.
For simplicity, we use a rather simple standard scheme of ontology representation, where the nodes of an ontology graph
(see Fig. 1) denote entities such as classes and properties. The graph is constructed from a representation of the ontology
provided for the benchmarks in a standard ontology representation language, as can be seen by the following ontology
fragment in RDF, from which the left-hand side graph in Fig. 1 was constructed.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns="http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/RDF">
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<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#Resource"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Room" >
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="Amenity"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="SizeOfRoom">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Room"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="SmokingOrNon">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Room"/>
</rdf:Property>
</rdf:RDF>
Arcs denote relationships R(o1,o2) between entities, such as subClassOf (used to construct the class hierarchy), and
domain. For example, in Fig. 1 we have subClassOf(Room,Amenity) in ontology O . Properties are objects in the ontology
that describe attributes of classes. Fig. 1 depicts an ontology O on the left-hand side, and an ontology O ′ on the right-hand
side, that we might wish to match. We use the following notation conventions throughout this paper: all concepts from O
are un-primed, and those from O ′ are primed. C denotes a class, and P is a property. m(C1,C ′1) is a binary predicate which
is true iff C1 matches C ′1. In order to denote conﬁdence in a match, Pr(m(C,C ′)) denotes the probability that C matches C ′ .
2.2. Matching quality measures
A diﬃculty in the ﬁeld of ontology matching is how to evaluate the quality of a match. There are criteria for what makes
a “good” match [6], and in some cases even formal deﬁnitions of match qualities [7], but there is no agreed upon global
standard. Therefore, systems that perform automated matching are usually scored based on “ground truth”, which is what
a human expert would match given the same type of input. This is the evaluation scheme adopted in this paper.
A reference alignment (a set of correspondences between ontology elements), henceforth called true matches, is generated
manually. The quality measure is deﬁned by comparing the matches proposed by a matcher to be evaluated (henceforth
called matcher under test – MUT) to the true matches. The matches proposed by the MUT are partitioned into the set of
true positives (TP), i.e. matches correctly proposed by the MUT, and the set of false positives (FP), i.e. matches incorrectly
proposed by the MUT. The matches not proposed by the MUT are partitioned into the set of false negatives (FN), i.e. true
matches that were mistakenly not proposed by the MUT, and true negatives (matches discarded by the MUT, that indeed
should not be matched).
Precision and Recall, are standard measures for information retrieval, commonly used to measure matching quality. Pre-
cision is the fraction of real matches among proposed matches i.e. Precision = TPTP+FP while Recall is the fraction of real
matches that is proposed by the MUT, i.e. Recall = TPTP+FN . Ideally, Precision = Recall = 1, meaning that no false negatives or
false positives occur. Practically, however, both measures are typically less than 1, and are often inversely correlated. One
commonly used combined measure among several that have been proposed [6] is the f-measure, a weighted harmonic mean
of precision and recall, i.e.
F -measure = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision+ Recall . (1)
2.3. Markov networks
Markov networks are structured probability models [8], used to compactly represent distributions over random variables.
Like their directed counterpart, Bayesian networks, Markov network structure is a graph G = (V , E), where each node
v ∈ V stands for a random variable, and each edge e ∈ E represents a direct statistical dependency between the variables
represented by its incident nodes (Fig. 2).
However, unlike Bayesian networks, edges in Markov networks are undirected, and additionally do not imply a causal in-
ﬂuence, which is a commonly used interpretation of the semantics of edges in Bayes networks. The distribution in a Markov
network is deﬁned by potential functions, or factors, over the cliques of G (i.e. the fully connected subgraphs of G; and fre-
quently this is taken to mean just the maximal fully connected subgraphs of G). Let C be a clique of G . The potential over C
is a function pC from the cross-product of the domains of variables represented by the nodes in C to [0,1]. The value of pC
for a speciﬁed value assignment A of the clique variables is a probability of occurrence of the event where the variables get
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a value as speciﬁed by A. One example of a potential function over the 2-clique of binary variables {m(C1,C ′1),m(C2,C ′2)}
appears in Table 1 (in Section 3).
In order to allow for an unconstrained deﬁnition of the potential functions, the potentials are assumed to be unnormal-
ized probabilities, and require a normalization using a global partition function Z , an issue beyond the scope of this paper.
The distribution deﬁned by a Markov network is
P (V ) = 1
Z
∏
C∈cliques(G)
pC (C). (2)
In this paper, probabilities in potential functions stand for compatibility of the values of the random variables, as detailed
below. We will be using these compatibilities to compute the probability that a given pair of ontology nodes (o,o′) match.
Since both Markov networks and Bayes networks are factored representations of distributions that have very similar
characteristics, an explanation of the reason why Markov networks were preferred over Bayes networks in iMatch is due.
First, as discussed in Section 3, dependencies between random variables in iMatch encode structural constraints deﬁned by
the ontologies. Since such constraints are not inherently causal, it is not natural to assign them a causal direction as in a
Bayes network.
Although this issue alone is not crucial, we ran into problems when inﬂuences resulting from several constraints needed
to combined: in a Bayes network such combinations necessarily depend on the direction of the edges (for example the well-
known “noisy or”), whereas in Markov network this problem does not exist – the combination is done simply by introducing
additional clique potentials. The importance of simple local combination in network construction becomes crucial when one
needs to learn the magnitude of dependency from data, especially when the network must be constructed on-the-ﬂy based
on the problem instances, a situation encountered in iMatch and other probabilistic matchers [1].
3. Probabilistic matching scheme
When creating a probabilistic scheme, one should ﬁrst deﬁne the semantics of the distribution based on real-world
distributions. Ideally, one should have a generative model for the distribution in question, as has been done in various
domains, such as natural language understanding and plan recognition [9]. Although we have not been able to come up with
a generative model for ontology matching, we still base our model on what we perceive as frequency of event occurrence
in the real world. In particular, our goal is that in our model the probability that a match (o,o′) occurs will be the same as
the probability that a human expert would match o and o′ when given the same evidence. In order to achieve this, we use
some common-sense rules, such as: “when (o,o′) match, then the (respective) parents of these nodes frequently match as
well”, to deﬁne the dependencies and potential functions. The distribution model is also used to encode constraints on the
mapping, such as the one-to-one constraint.
Our matching scheme as a whole works as follows.
1. Given the ontologies O and O ′ , construct a problem instance speciﬁc Markov network N(O , O ′).
2. Using a ﬁrst-line matcher, ﬁnd initial match distributions for all possible pairs (o,o′), and use them to initialize evidence
potentials.
3. Perform probabilistic reasoning in N in order to compute a second-line match.
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Potential function for rule-derived arcs.
m(C1,C ′1)
T F
m(C2,C ′2) T 0.19 0.25
F 0.063 0.55
3.1. Constructing the probabilistic model
Since a priori any element of O can match any element of O ′ , we need to model this as a possible event in the
probabilistic model. Thus, we have one binary variable (node) in the network for each possible (o,o′) pair. The topology of
the network is deﬁned based on the following common-sense rules and constraints:
1. The matching is one-to-one.
2. If concepts c1 ∈ O , c′1 ∈ O ′ match, and there is a relationship R(c1, c2) in O , and R(c′1, c′2) in O ′ , then it is likely that c2
matches c′2.
The ﬁrst rule is encoded by making cliques of the following node-sets (required as in this case the indicated matching
events below are all directly statistically dependent). Consider node v = (o,o′). This node participates in a clique consisting
of all nodes {(o,o′′) | o′′ ∈ O ′}, i.e. the nodes standing for all possible matches of o. This setup will allow the model to
control the number of matches for o. Likewise, v also participates in a clique consisting of the nodes: {(o′′,o′) | o′′ ∈ O }, i.e.
the nodes standing in for all possible matches of o′ , allowing control over the number of matches for o′ . For example, part
of the Markov network constructed for the ontologies O and O ′ from Fig. 1 is depicted in Fig. 2. The dotted arcs represent
cliques of nodes where each clique contains the same source node, such as the 2-clique consisting of m(Room,HotelRoom)
and m(Room,HotelFacility). The actual control over number of matches is achieved by specifying an appropriate potential
function over these cliques, as discussed below.
The second rule (which actually results from combining two rules adapted from OMEN [1]), has several sub-cases, de-
pending on the nature of the relation R . Two special cases of such relations considered here are the subClassOf relation,
and the propertyOf (“domain”), relation. In the former case, if two classes match, the probability of a match between each
pair of their sub-classes might change (usually increase), according to the strength of the appropriate dependency. A sim-
ilar argument holds for the case where the relationship is between a class and one of its properties. In both cases, the
dependency is represented by an arc between the respective Markov network nodes. In Fig. 2, this type of relationship is
shown by solid arcs, such as the one between the nodes m(Amenity, HotelFacility) and m(Room, HotelRoom). The nature of
the dependency (such as correlation strength between these matches) is encoded in the potential function over this 2-node
clique, as in Table 1.
One can consider more complicated rules, such as introducing context dependence (e.g. the fact that superclasses match
increase the probability that the respective subclasses match may depend on the type of the superclass, or on the number
of subclasses of each superclass, etc.). The iMatch scheme can easily support such rules by deﬁning potential functions over
the respective sets of nodes, but in this version such rules have not been implemented – leaving this issue for future work.
3.1.1. Deﬁning the clique potentials
For each of the clique types discussed above, we need to deﬁne the respective potential functions. We begin by describing
what these potentials denote, and how they should be determined. Later on, we discuss how some of the potential function
values can be learned from data.
The simplest to deﬁne are clique potentials that enforce the one-to-one constraint. Each such clique is deﬁned over k
binary nodes, at most one of which must be true. Barring speciﬁc evidence to the contrary, the clique potential is thus
deﬁned as: 1 for each entry where all nodes are false, a constant strictly positive value a for each entry where exactly one
node is true, and 0 elsewhere (denoting a probability of zero for any one to many match). The value of the constant a is
determined by the prior probability that a randomly picked node o matches some node in o′ , divided by the number of
possible candidates. In our implementation, the potentials for these cliques were deﬁned by implicit functions, as all but
a number linear in k of the values are zero; in order to avoid the 2k space and time complexity for these cliques. As an
indication of the ﬂexibility of our model, observe that in order to relax the one-to-one constraint and multiple matches,
all that needs to be done is to change the potential in this clique, to reﬂect the probability that a multiple match occurs.
Nevertheless, such a change must be done carefully as the impact on the implementation may be prohibitive, especially if
one wishes to allow for a large multiplicity, i.e. allow an ontology element from O to match more than 2 or 3 elements
in O ′ . Another way to make these cliques scale for multiple matches might be to use auxiliary multi-valued variables for
enforcing the match cardinality constraints, instead of these (potentially large) cliques, but this issue is beyond the scope of
this paper.
The second type of clique potential is due to rule-based arcs (solid arcs in Fig. 2). This is a function over two binary
variables, requiring a table with four entries. As indicated above, a match between concepts increases the probability that
related concepts also match, and thus intuitively the table should have main diagonal terms higher than off-diagonal terms.
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are not too sensitive to the exact numbers. However, it is a better idea to estimate these numbers from training data,
and even a crude learning scheme performs well. We have tried several learning schemes, but decided to use a simple
maximum likelihood parameter estimation. For this purpose, we used a data set from the I3CON, which contains “ground
truth” matches and was not one of the tested data sets. For the rule-derived clique potentials, we simply calculated the
empirical sample likelihood of the data, by counting the number of instances for each one of the observations (TT,TF, FT, FF),
resulting in potentials reported in Table 1. In retrospect, these numbers do make sense, even though they did not conform
with our original intuitions. This is due to the fact that the “no match” entries are far more frequent in the data, as most
candidate matches are false.
The third type of clique potentials is used to indicate evidence. Two types of evidence are used: indication of prior
beliefs about matching (provided by a ﬁrst-line matcher), and evidence supplied by user input during interaction. These can
be added as single-node potentials, as indicated by the probabilities in Fig. 2. However, in the actual implementation this
was done by adding a dummy node and potentials over the resulting 2-clique, which is a standard scheme for introducing
evidence [8]. We support evidence of the form: Pr(m(o,o′)) = x, where x is the probability of the match (o,o′) according
to the ﬁrst-line matcher or the user. Observe that adding several sources of evidence (whether mutually independent or
dependent) for the same node can also be supported in this manner.
3.2. Reasoning in the probabilistic model
Given a probabilistic model, there are several types of probabilistic reasoning that are typically performed, the most
common being computation of posterior marginals (also called belief updating), and ﬁnding the most probable assignment
(also called most probable explanation (MPE), or belief revision) [8]. Both of these tasks are intractable, being NP-hard in the
general case. And yet there is a host of algorithms that handle large networks, that have a reasonable runtime and deliver
good approximations in practice. Of particular interest are sampling-based schemes [8] and loopy belief propagation [10],
on which our experimental results are based. Note, however, that our scheme is not committed to these speciﬁc algorithms.
When using belief updating, the result is a marginal distribution of each node, rather than a decision about matching. In
order to be able to compare to other systems, as done in Section 4, a match is reported for any (Markov) network node that
has a posterior probability of being true greater than a given “decision threshold”, which is user-deﬁned (as in Section 4).
In an actual application, matching decisions can be based on a decision-theoretic scheme, e.g. on penalty for making a false
match vs. bonus for a correct match.
3.3. Interactive matching scheme
iMatch supports user interaction quite naturally, as follows. User input is simply added as evidence in the Markov
network, after which belief updating is performed. There is no need to change any of the algorithms in the system in
order to do so. The evidence provided by the user can be encoded easily in the clique potentials. Currently, we use the
(2 × 2 identity) potential matrix, thus assuming that the user is always correct, but changing it to one that has non-zero
off-diagonal entries allows for handling user errors. The interactive version of iMatch can be summarized as follows:
• Given O and O ′ , create Markov network N(O , O ′) and perform belief updating.
• Repeat until user indicates completion:
1. The user is asked to accept/reject offered matching candidates.
2. Enter user choices as evidence in N(O , O ′).
3. Perform belief updating
4. Empirical evaluation
In order to evaluate our approach, we used the benchmark tests from the OAEI ontology matching campaign 2008.4
The campaign raises a contest every year for evaluating ontology matching technologies and attracts numerous participants.
In addition, the campaign provides uniform test cases for all participants so that the analysis and comparison between
different approaches and different systems is practical. Note, however, that in some cases results published in the contest
are for only parts of the ontologies, and thus may not indicate true performance for complete realistic ontologies. In each
test we measured precision, recall and f-measure. These are the standard evaluation criteria from the OAEI campaign.
4.1. Comparison to existing systems
For each test, we computed the prior probability of each matching event using edit distance based similarity as the “ﬁrst-
line matcher” [11]. We then performed belief updating in the network using loopy belief propagation. In experiments 1
4 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2008/.
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The Conference ontologies.
Name Number of classes Number of properties
Ekaw 77 33
Sigkdd 49 28
Iasted 140 41
Cmt 36 59
ConfOf 38 36
Fig. 3. Results for the Conference test ontologies.
Table 3
The benchmark test samples suite.
Tests Description
# 101–104 O , O ′ have equal or totally different names
# 201–210 O , O ′ have same structure, different linguistic level
# 221–247 O , O ′ have same linguistic level, different structure
# 248–266 O , O ′ differ in structure and linguistic level
# 301–304 O ′ are real world cases
and 2, the results were evaluated against a reference alignment of each test. Finally we compared the f-measure with other
systems on each test.
Experiment (1): The Conference test suite from the 2008 OAEI ontology matching campaign was used. The OAEI Confer-
ence track contains realistic ontologies, which have been developed within the OntoFarm project. Reference alignments have
been made over ﬁve ontologies (cmt, confOf, ekaw, iasted, sigkdd). Some statistics on each of these is shortly described in
Table 2. Fig. 3 is a comparison of the matching quality of our algorithm and the other three systems, computed with two
“decision thresholds” over the posterior match probability: 0.5 and 0.7 (thresholds picked to ﬁt thresholds reported for the
competing systems). As is evident from the ﬁgure, iMatch was not an overall winner in either recall or precision rates.
Nevertheless, ASMOV and Lily, which had the best precision ratings, had a very low recall. DSSim, which had better recall
than iMatch for a threshold of 0.7, had a much lower precision. Factoring both in, iMatch outperformed ASMOV, DSSim, and
Lily in these tests w.r.t. f-measure.
Sensitivity to threshold is an important issue; even though in this experiment sensitivity to the threshold was mod-
erate, in general this setting can have a drastic effect. We argue that in fact in using a matcher, thresholding should be
avoided, except possibly for a much higher threshold (say 0.99). Since iMatch (as well as other probability based matchers)
actually emits distributions, a decision on matching can be based on decision-theoretic criteria (assuming that appropriate
beneﬁt/penalty values are provided). Additionally, in an interactive setting for which iMatch was designed, the candidate
matches are presented to the user together with the matching probability, thus transferring the responsibility for threshold-
ing decisions to the user.
Experiment (2): Here we used the benchmark test samples suite from the 2008 OAEI ontology matching campaign.
The benchmarks test case includes 51 ontologies in OWL. The different gross categories are summarized in Table 3. Fig. 4
compares the outcome quality of our algorithm to 14 other systems. One of the schemes, edna, is the edit distance scheme
alone, which is also the ﬁrst-line matcher input to iMatch. As is evident from the ﬁgure, iMatch is one of the top performers
in most of the categories, and the best in some of them. A notable exception is the set of ontologies requiring linguistic
techniques, in which iMatch, as well as many other systems, did badly, as iMatch knows nothing about language techniques
(and systems that did well there do). One way to improve iMatch here would be to use evidence from linguistic matchers –
the probabilistic scheme is suﬃciently general that it should be possible to use this type of evidence as well, in future
research.
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Experiment (3): Here we compared various settings (decision thresholds) of iMatch (using edna as the ﬁrst-line matcher
input to iMatch), to various settings of OMEN. Results for OMEN are based on scores reported in [1]. OMEN used the lexical
matcher of ONION [12] to which we had no access. Decision thresholds for OMEN were not explicitly stated in [1]. In
addition to the standard (belief updating) version of iMatch, we also show results for the “simulated user interaction” (see
Section 4.2.2) variant of iMatch. As noted in Section 4.2.2 this method actually results is an approximation to the “most
probable explanation” (AMPE), which can improve matching quality in some cases.
The comparison uses four tests from the I3CON benchmarks. Fig. 10 is a comparison of the matching quality (f-measure)
of our scheme and OMEN, computed with three thresholds over the posterior match probability: 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7. As is
evident from the ﬁgure, iMatch is competitive with OMEN over all the thresholds. Moreover, AMPE preformed better than
OMEN in all of the categories except for “Network”.
It is instructive to examine the performance of iMatch on the “Network” tests which is anomalous for a threshold value
of 0.7, where iMatch does worse than the edna ﬁrst-line matcher. A careful examination of the results shows that this was
due to the fact that iMatch had a signiﬁcantly lower recall than edna, and that in turn was due to the fact that the “ground
truth” alignment for this test contains multiple matches for some ontology nodes. While multiple matches do not hurt
edna (each matching candidate is evaluated independently), this condition is a violation of the assumption of the one-to-
one constraint currently implemented in iMatch, which results in missing some correct matchings. This can be corrected
in iMatch by ﬁxing the clique potentials for multiple matches from 0 to some reasonable positive number. However, such
a ﬁx may cause a major increase in the runtime of iMatch, as currently only the non-zero entries of these potentials
are considered during propagation, and the runtime may be exponential in the number of allowed multiple matches per
ontology node. Another point to observe is that while we show in the following subsection that iMatch is not in general
very sensitive to the distribution parameters, incorrectly setting such values to zero nevertheless may have a critical impact
on matching quality.
4.2. Sensitivity to parameters
In this section we describe several experiments conducted in order to better understand the tradeoffs and parameters in
iMatch.
First, we evaluate the sensitivity of the results to the clique potentials learned from data, as one could not expect to get
the exact right numbers for an unknown ontology. (In our case, we learned the numbers using matching results from two
pairs of ontologies, and applied them throughout all the other experiments.)
In one experiment we tweaked each of the parameters of Table 1 in iMatch (the (T,T), (T, F), (F,T), (F, F) entries) by 0.1
to 0.3 in various ways. For comparison, the parameters resulting from hindsight – i.e. the frequency of occurrences of the
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Table 4
SubClassOf.
m(C2,C ′2)
T F
m(C1,C ′1) T 0.125 0.196
F 0.071 0.607
Table 5
Domain.
m(P1, P ′1)
T F
m(C1,C ′1) T 0.166 0.125
F 4.16e−5 0.708
Fig. 6. Results (f-measure) for the Conference test ontologies.
correct matching, are also tested. Indeed the best f-measure occurs for the correct potentials (which of course cannot be
determined beforehand in a real system) as shown in Fig. 5. The result was a change in the f-measure by approximately 0.06
in most cases for the “Hotel” data set (I3CON). For most other data sets, the effect was even smaller.
Another variation is treating different relations in the ontologies non-uniformly. In particular, one might expect depen-
dencies due to class-to-class to be different from dependencies due to class-to-property. In order to evaluate this, we learned
a different clique potential for each of these interactions, indeed resulting in tables with different parameters, as shown in
Tables 4 and 5.
Examining the effect of this modiﬁcation on the performance of iMatch, we get the results shown in Fig. 6. For a
threshold of 0.7, performance of iMatch was quite improved both in recall and precision rates compared to the case when
no distinction is made between the distributions. However, the resulting scheme appears to be more sensitive to the decision
threshold, as precision for a threshold of 0.5 was very low.
4.2.1. Scalability
A simple analysis shows that for two ontologies having n and n′ concepts, respectively, the number of Markov network
nodes is O (n ∗ n′). The number of edges depends on a more complicated way on the topology of the ontology relations
graph, but in any event the cliques generated in order to apply cardinality constraints usually dominate, resulting in a total
number of edges being O ((n + n′)3). A single run of loopy belief propagation takes time roughly linear in the number of
edges. The number of iterations needed for convergence is not well understood in the research community.
In order to check that runtimes are reasonable in practice, we performed some experiments on standard benchmarks. All
timing tests were performed on an Intel E6550 2×2.33 GHz CPU with GB RAM, on a Windows 32 bit platform. Software was
written using the Java programming language. Timing experiments done on the ontologies from the Conferences benchmark
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Runtimes for some problem instances.
O O ′ Nodes Redges Cedges Ctime Iter Ttime
confOf sigkdd 2870 690 5740 0.56 3 2.02
cmt sigkdd 3416 868 6832 0.72 3 2.41
cmt confOf 3492 744 6984 0.7 4 3.05
confOf ekaw 4114 510 8228 0.8 4 3.83
cmt ekaw 4719 604 9438 0.88 3 3.5
ekaw sigkdd 4697 1019 9394 1.27 3 4.59
confOf iasted 6796 990 13592 2.16 3 9.05
cmt iasted 7459 780 14918 2.03 3 9.11
iasted sigkdd 8008 2485 16016 4.72 3 20.59
ekaw iasted 12133 2005 24266 6.17 3 36.97
Fig. 7. Greedy MPE (“simulated user”) on “Hotel” data set.
result in very reasonable runtimes, as described in Table 6. The table lists the ontology names, the number of Markov
network nodes generated (Nodes), the number of edges generated due to relations in the ontologies (Redges), the number of
clique edges (Cedges), the runtime in seconds for constructing the networks (Ctime), the number of loopy belief propagation
iterations until convergence (Iter), and ﬁnally the total runtime in seconds (Ttime).
Although some of the benchmark ontologies are from real applications, many real ontologies are orders of magnitude
larger, which may result in unacceptable runtimes for iMatch. Anticipating this future need, we did a preliminary evaluation
in further improving scalability by trading off on the quality of results versus the computation time. This can be done very
naturally with loopy belief propagation if the run is stopped before convergence. It turns out that even though convergence
was achieved in many cases after 7–10 cycles of propagation (or even 3 to 4 as in Table 6), most of the beneﬁt by far
occurred on the ﬁrst propagation for most of the data sets. This may be suﬃcient for many applications, especially when
we have a human in the loop.
4.2.2. Simulated user interaction
The ﬁnal two issues are ﬁnding a consistent model (e.g. the MPE) and that of user interaction. Since we have diﬃculty
ﬁnding a human expert for the ontologies in the benchmarks, we tried a different scheme, as follows. After loopy belief
propagation is complete, we pick a node that has a high probability of being true (i.e. a high probability match), and
change its probability to 1 (as if a user expert provided this evidence). This cycle is repeated several times, possibly until all
probabilities are in {0,1}. Finally, the resulting match is evaluated. This setup has several advantages. First, it is in effect a
sort of simulation of user interaction with iMatch. Second, since no human is actually involved, this constitutes yet another
matching algorithm, which is in fact a greedy approximation method of searching for the MPE. Interestingly, as shown in
Fig. 7 the results of the latter scheme were an improvement of the matching quality for the data sets that were tested.
It is rather instructive to observe in detail, for a speciﬁc matching problem instance, how iMatch improves the results
achieved by the ﬁrst-line match; and subsequently where the results from belief updating are in turn improved by thresh-
olding and repeated belief updating (MPE approximation). We examine a run of iMatch on the “hotel” data set, a simpliﬁed
version of which is depicted in Figs. 8, and 9. Here O contains 6 classes and 7 properties, and O ′ contains 6 classes and
13 properties. We get that edit distance alone (using a decision threshold of 0.7) matched 4 equally named concepts (e.g.
“Smoking” to “Smoking”), achieving a recall of approximately 0.4.
After running belief updating, some additional matches were inferred: “hasNumBeds” to “NumBeds” and “hasOnFloor” to
“OnFloor” (recall being 0.6). On close observation, it turns out that for the two latter matching candidates (Markov network
nodes), the initial probabilities (computed by edna) do not quite reach the decision threshold. Additionally, in the Markov
network (not shown), the corresponding nodes: nodes hasNumBeds:NumBeds and hasOnFloor:OnFloor are not connected by
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an edge. However, they are both connected to another node, HotelRoom:Room, with potential factors that tend to support
propagation of “true”. As a result, running belief propagation causes a higher probability of the value “true” for these
2 nodes, raising these probability values over the threshold and resulting in additional correct matches. Note that these
conclusions are reached without deciding that HotelRoom:Room is true – for this node the probability value was still below
the threshold. It is also interesting to observe that the additional successful matches essentially applied ontology structural
cues (beyond immediate child dependencies), without having to specify such relationships directly, due to the probabilistic
model.
Finally, one would expect that requiring a globally consistent model would make the HotelRoom:Room node true as
well. Indeed, this is what occurs when we run the MPE approximation, where the ﬁrst decision choices are: “hasNumBeds”
to “NumBeds” and “hasOnFloor” to “OnFloor”. Once these matches are set as certain, the match of “HotelRoom” to
“Room” becomes more likely, as are “Hardwood” to “Hardwood” and “Carpet” to “Carpet”. Running belief updating again
infers the match “OnFloor” to “FloorAttribute”. The following choices are: “OnFloor” to “FloorAttribute”, “Smoking” to
“Smoking” and “NonSmoking” to “NonSmoking”. Running belief updating again infers the match: “SmokingPreference” to
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“SmokingAttribute”. The ﬁnal alignment has a recall of approximately 0.9, with no incorrect matches inferred in this partic-
ular scenario, therefore precision was 1 throughout.
5. Related work
The research literature contains reference to quite a number of matching systems, basic matching techniques, and com-
binations thereof. Here we refer only to the most closely related work.
Several researchers have explored using Bayesean networks for ontology matching [1,13]. The Bayesian Net of OMEN [1]
is constructed on-the-ﬂy using a set of meta-rules that represent how much each ontology match affects other related
matches, based on the ontology structure and the semantics of ontology relations. The differences between iMatch and
OMEN were discussed in detail in previous sections.
Another scheme that bears some similarity to iMatch sets up matching equations [14] taking into account various fea-
tures, including neighboring matches. This is followed by ﬁnding a ﬁxed point of the system, used to determine the match.
In some sense, this scheme is similar to iMatch, since using loopy belief propagation also ﬁnds a ﬁxed point to a set of equa-
tions. However, in iMatch we have an explicit probabilistic semantics, the ﬁxed point being an artefact of the approximation
algorithm we happen to use, rather than a deﬁning point of the scheme. Thus, despite apparent algorithmic similarities, the
notions underlying [14] are very different from iMatch. The GLUE system [13] employs machine learning algorithms that
use a Bayes classiﬁer for ontology matching. This approach, however, does not seem to consider relations between concepts,
as iMatch does.
A number of ontology mappers, such as those presented in Hovy [15], PROMPT [16] and ONION [12], use rule-based
methods. Examples of methods that look for similarities in the graph structure include Anchor-Flood [17], Similarity Flood-
ing [18] and TaxoMap [19]. In this paper, we compare iMatch empirically to some other systems for ontology matching in
Section 4. The three top-ranked systems from the OAEI campaign 2008, i.e. RiMOM [4], Lily [2] and ASMOV [3], differ from
iMatch as they use graphical probabilistic models combined with other tools. RiMOM is a general ontology mapping system
based on Bayesian decision theory. It utilizes normalization and NLP techniques and uses risk minimization to search for
optimal mappings from the results of multiple strategies. Lily is a generic ontology mapping system based on the extraction
of semantic subgraphs. It exploits both linguistic and structural information in semantic subgraphs to generate initial align-
ments. Then a similarity propagation strategy is applied to produce more alignments if necessary. ASMOV is an automated
ontology mapping tool that iteratively calculates the similarity between concepts in ontologies by analyzing four features,
i.e., textual description, external structure, internal structure, and individual similarity. It then combines the measures of
these four features using a weighted sum. Note that in the Conference tests (see Fig. 3), iMatch performs slightly better
than the top-ranked competitors.
DSSim [20], AROMA [21] and Anchor-Flood [17] are ranked just below the top-ranked systems for the OAEI cam-
paign 2008. DSSim uses several agents performing mappings, for question answering systems, and then in order to improve
the matching quality, it uses the Dempster Shafer theory of evidence to combine the scores. AROMA uses a method that re-
lies on extracting kinds of association rules denoting semantic associations holding between terms. CIDER [22] also uses
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SPIDER [23]. SPIDER uses the CIDER algorithm in order to ﬁnd equivalence mappings and then in order to extend the
alignments to non-equivalence mappings, the Scarlet algorithm is used (“automatically selects and explores online ontolo-
gies to discover relations between two given concepts”). GeRoMe [24] is a Generic Role based Meta-model in which each
model element is annotated with a set of role objects that represent speciﬁc properties of the model element. A mapping
is a relationship of queries over two different models.
Some matchers specialized for matching biomedical ontologies are SAMBO [25] and SAMBOdtf [25]. SAMBO contains two
steps, where the ﬁrst is to compute alignments between entities using ﬁve basic matchers and the second step interacts
with the user, in order to ﬁnd ﬁnal alignments. SAMBOdtf is an extension of SAMBO, as it uses two thresholds for ﬁltering,
where pairs with similarity values between the lower and the upper threshold are ﬁltered using structural information.
A system that deals with the ontology matching problem as an optimization problem is MapPSO [26]. MapPSO calculates
for each alignment candidate a quality score, as in iMatch, using matchers such as: SOMA, Word Net, vector space, hierarchy
distance, and structural similarity. Then, by applying the OWA operator (Ordered Weighted Average) for each matching
candidate, the available scores for each are aggregated.
Many of the methods mentioned above produce alignments with some degree of certainty and thus can be integrated
into iMatch by providing prior probabilities. In order to do this correctly, one should model the dependencies between the
different types of evidence. Although the Markov network model used in iMatch supports this, it is a non-trivial issue that
is reserved for future research.
6. Conclusion
iMatch is a novel probabilistic scheme for ontology matching, where a Markov network is constructed on-the-ﬂy ac-
cording to the two input ontologies; evidence from ﬁrst-line matchers is introduced, and probabilistic reasoning is used to
produce matchings. In fact, iMatch can be easily adapted to match any two labeled graphs, and hence can be beneﬁcial in
other domain applications like schema matching in biology [27]. iMatch encodes simple local rules as local dependencies
in the Markov network, relying on the probabilistic reasoning to achieve any implied global constraints on the matching.
Although Bayes networks, as used in similar matching systems [1], also allow similar ﬂexibility, we found Markov networks
to be more natural and easier to work with in order to represent the distributions for ontology Matching (detailed expla-
nation in Section 2.3). Our current implementation uses loopy belief propagation [10] to meet the inherent computational
complexity, although any other belief updating algorithm could be used. Evidence from other sources like human experts,
or other matchers, can be easily integrated into the loop, and hence our system is inherently interactive.
Empirical results show that our system is competitive with (and frequently better than) many of the top matchers in the
ﬁeld. Modiﬁcations introduced based on reﬁning the potential tables and on an approximation to MPE computation appear
to further improve the matching quality of our system. Auxiliary experiments on interactivity are promising. Although with
the current version of iMatch the runtime over medium-size ontologies is quite reasonable, and is also facilitated by the
anytime behavior of the reasoning algorithms, improving scalability is an issue for future research. Integrating other sources
of evidence, such as alignments made by matchers with linguistic techniques, in order to enhance the quality of alignments,
is also an obvious research direction.
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